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A Note on the Existence of Special Laguerre i-Structures and Optimal 
Codes 
M. L. H. WILLEMS AND J. A. THAS 
A special Laguerre i-structure of order n (i;;;o1) is an incidence structure J = (P, B \ u B 2 , I) 
for which : (i) each element of P is incident with one element of Bt. (ii) each i-residual space of 
J (with respect to B \) is a projective plane of order n minus one point, (iii) B 2 yf. 0 and each 
element of B2 is incident with at least i elements of P. We prove some necessary conditions for 
the existence of special Laguerre i-structures, i ;;;0 2, of order n (resp. optimal (n + i + 1, i + 2 }-codes 
of order n). 
1. SPECIAL LAGUERRE i-STRUCTURES OF ORDER n 
Suppose that K = (P, B , I) is an incidence structure, with P and B disjoint sets and 
I cP xB an incidence relation. Assume that B = Bl U B2 with Bl and B2 disjoint sets. 
The elements of Pare caIled points, and the elements of Bl (resp. B 2) are caIled lines 
(resp. circles). Two points x, yare called collinear iff x and yare incident with at least 
one common line of K. If Ph . . . , Pi are i pairwise non-collinear points of K, then the 
incidence structure K p, ... P, = (Pp, "' p" Bp,,, .p,, Ip' '' 'pJ , with 
Pp, ,,.p, = P\{x E P: x is coIlinear with Pj, j E {1, ... ,il}, 
Bp,."p, = (B 1)p,,,.p, U (B 2)p, ... p" 
(B 1)p,,, .p, = Bl \{L E B 1 : LIpi> j E {1, . .. , il}, 
(B 2 )p, ,,.p, = {M EB 2 : plM,j E {1, .. . , il}, 
is called the i-residual space (i-RS) of K = (P, Bl uB2, I) in Ph" ., Pi with respect to B 1. 
We notice that Kp, ,, .p, will also be denoted by K 1 ,, · -j. 
A special Laguerre i-structure of order n [5-7] is an incidence structure J = 
(P,B 1 uB2,I), with P the point set, Bl (resp. B 2) the line set (resp. circle set) and 
I c P x (B 1 u B 2) the incidence relation, satisfying the following: 
(i) Each point of J is incident with one line of J. 
(ii) Each i-residual space of J (with respect to B 1) is isomorphic to a projective plane 
of order n minus one point. 
(iii) B2 ~ 0 and each circle is incident with at least i points. 
Mostly we shall identify a line (resp. circle) with the set of all points incident with it. 
The following two theorems were proved in [5] anp [7]. 
If Z is a special Laguerre i-structure of order n, i ~ 1, then Z has n (n + i + 1) points, 
n i + 2 circles (each of degree n + i + 1) and n + i + 1 lines (each of degree n). 
If Z is a special Laguerre i-structure of order n, i ~ 1, then n is even. 
2. k-ARCS AND CLASSICAL SPECIAL LAGUERRE i-STRUCTURES 
In PG(n, q), n ~ 2, a k-arc is defined as a set of k points such that no r + 2 lie in a 
PG(r, q), r = 1, 2, ... , n -1 (for a k-arc having k > n, the last condition holds for all r 
when it holds for r = n -1). 
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Let O={x!> ... ,Xq+i+I} be a (q+i+l)-arc, i;:.l, in the hyperplane PGU+l,q) of 
PGU +2, q). Further, assume that x is a point of PGU +2, q) with xePGU + 1, q). Then 
the points of PGU +2, q)\{x} on the lines XX!> ... , XXq+i+h the lines xx!> . .. , XXq+i+1 and 
the sections of XXI U· .. UXXq+i+1 with hyperlanes of PGU +2, q) which are not incident 
with x are resp. the points, lines and circles of a special Laguerre i-structure of order q. 
This structure will be denoted by L(O). A special laguerre i-structure of order q is called 
classical iff L is isomorphic to an L(O). Hence a classical special Laguerre I-structure 
of order q exists iff q = 2h, h;:.1 [3]. Obviously, there always exists a classical special 
Laguerre i-structure, i ;:'1, of order 2. 
3. OPTIMAL CODES AND SPECIAL LAGUERRE i-STRUCTURES 
Let P denote the alphabet {A I. ... , An} of n symbols, n ;:. 2. The set V = pm, m ;:. 2, is 
called the set of words. If j E {I, ... , m} and Pi: V,.,. P: (Xl. ... ,Xm ),.,. xi> then Pi is called 
the jth coordinate function of V. A code C is a subset of V. The Hamming distance 
between two words u, v of C is the number of places where they differ and is denoted 
by d (u, v). The minimum distance d of a code C is the minimum Hamming distance 
between its code words. 
Assume that i ~ m, i EN. The set A = {j I. jz, ... ,ji} is called a set of information digits 
of the code C iff {(Ph (c), ... , Ph (c)): c E C} = pi. A code C, C c V, with cardinality n i, 
is called an (m, i)-code of order n iff C has at least one set of i information digits. An 
(m, i)-code of order n is called an optimal code iff every set of i indices is a set of i 
information digits. Thus, an optimal (m, i)-code of order n is a code with word length 
m for which every i symbols may be taken as message symbols. Clearly, an optimal 
(m, i)-code of order n has minimum distance d = m - (i -1) between its code words. 
Assume now that q is a power of a prime. An (m, i)-code Cover GP(q) is called linear 
iff C is a subspace of the m-dimensional vector space V over GP(q). A linear (m, i)-code 
over GP(q) with minimum distance d is called an Em, i, d]-code over GP(q). R. C. 
Singleton [2] proved: If C is an (m, i)-code over GP(q) with minimum distance d, then 
d ~ m - i + 1. The (m, i)- codes over GP(q) with minimum distance m - i + 1 are called 
maximal distance separable codes (MDS codes). Thus, if C is an optimal (m, i)-code 
over GP(q), then C is a maximal distance separable code. Further, in [2] MacWilliams 
and Sloane proved the following theorem: An Em, i, d]-code Cover GP(q) is a MDS 
code iff C is an optimal (m, i)-code over GP(q). 
In [6] M. L. H. Willems proved the following: 
There exists an optimal (n + i + 1, i + 2)-code of order n iff there exists a special Laguerre 
i-structure of order n U;:. 1 and n ;:. 2). The special Laguerre i-structure of order q which 
corresponds to the optimal (q + i + 1, i + 2)-code Cover GP(q) is classical if C is linear. 
Conversely, if the special Laguerre i-structure L of order q is classical, then at least one of 
the corresponding optimal (q + i + 1, i + 2)-codes Cover GP(q) is linear. 
4. ON THE EXISTENCE OF SPECIAL LAGUERRE i-STRUCTURES AND OPTIMAL 
(n + i + 1, i + 2)-CODES OF ORDER n 
LEMMA 1. If there exists a special Laguerre i-structure, i;:. 2, of order n (resp. an 
optimal (n +i + 1, i +2)-code of order n) then there exists an i-en +i -1, i + 1,1) design. 
PROOF. Assume that L is a special Laguerre i-structure, i;:. 2, of order nand 0 is 
a circle of L which is incident with Xl and X2. Suppose that X3 (resp. X4) is collinear with 
Xl (resp. X2), with Xl .,t. X3 (resp. X2.,t. X4)' The set O\{Xh X2} is a set of degree n + i-I in 
the 2 - RS L 34 . Every i points Yb ... , Yi of O\{Xh X2} are incident with exactly one circle 
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A \{X3, X4} of the special Laguerre (i - 2)-structure L 34. Since L y , "' Y; is a projective plane 
of order n minus one point, we have I(O\{Yh ... , Yi}) n (A \{Yh ... , Yi)}I = 1. Thus 10 n 
AI = i + 1. Let K denote the incidence structure with point set O\{xt, X2}, block set the 
set of circles of L34 which contain at least i points of O\{Xh X2} and incidence the incidence 
relation of L. Then it is clear that K is an i - (n + i - 1, i + 1, 1) design. So the lemma is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 1. If there exists a special Laguerre i-structure, i ;::. 2, of order n (resp. an 
optimal (n + i + 1, i + 2)-code of order n) then the numbers 
n! n (n+1)! n(n+1) (n+i-1)! 
2!(n-1)! 2' 3!(n-1)! 6 " " '(i+1)!(n-1)! 
are integers. 
PROOF. Assume that there exists a special Laguerre i-structure, i ;::. 2, of order n. By 
Lemma 1 there exists an i -en +i -1, i + 1,1) design. The number of blocks of an 
i - (n + i -1, i + 1, 1) design is given by 
n (n + 1) ... (n + i - 1) 
(i + 1)! 
and the number of blocks of this design which are incident with one point (resp. 2, ... , 
i -1 points) is given by 
n(n+1)··· (n+i-2) 
. , 
l. ( 
n · ··(n+i-3) n) 
resp. (i - 1)! ' ... , 2! . 
Since these numbers are integers the corollary follows. 
REMARK. The result stated in Corollary 1 has been proved in a different way, without 
the use of designs, by R. Silverman in [4, p. 171]. 
COROLLARY 2. If there exists a special Laguerre i-structure, i;::. 2, of order n (resp. an 
optimal (n + i + 1, i + 2)-code of order n) then n == 0 or 2 (mod 6). 
PROOF. Assume that there exists a special Laguerre i-structure of order n, i ;::. 2. 
Then there exists at least one special Laguerre 2-structure of order n. So by Lemma 1 
there exists at least one 2-(n + 1, 3,1) design. It is well known that this Steiner triple 
system has 1 or 3 (mod 6) points. This implies that n == 0 or 2 (mod 6). 
THEOREM 1. If there exists a special Laguerre i-structure of order n (resp. an optimal 
(n + i + 1, i + 2)-code of order n), with i ;::. 2 and n ~ 2, then n == 0 (mod 18). 
PROOF. Assume that there exists at least one special Laguerre i-structure, i ;::. 2, of 
order n. Then there exists at least one special Laguerre 2-structure L of order n. Suppose 
that 0 is a circle of L which is incident with Xl and X2, and that X3 (resp. X4) is collinear 
with Xl (resp. X2), with Xl ~X3 and X2 ~X4' The set O\{Xh X2} is a set of order n + 1 in 
the 2 - RS L 34. We proved in Lemma 1 that every line of L34 which intersects O\{xt, X2} 
in at least two points, meets O\{xt, X2} in exactly three points. This implies that L34 has 
(n + 1}n/6 lines which intersect O\{Xh X2} in three points. Clearly all these lines have 
degree n + 1. Since every point of O\{xt, X2} is incident with n lines of degree n + 1 in 
L 34, the 2 - RS L34 has (n + 1)n/2 lines of degree n + 1 which have exactly one point in 
common with O\{Xh X2}. This implies that L34 has n (n - 2)/3 lines of degree n + 1 which 
are disjoint from O\{Xh X2}' 
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Assume now that n ¥ 2. Then (e.g. since (n (n - 2))/3> 0) L has at least two disjoint 
circles of degree n + 3. If 0 and A are two disjoint circles of degree n + 3, then the 
number of circles of L which intersect 0 and A in at least two points is given by 
«n +3)(n +2)(n + 1)n)/36. 
By Corollary 2 we have n == 0 or 2 (mod 6). Assume now that n = 2 + 6k. Then, the 
divisibility condition 361(2+6k)(3+6k)(4+6k)(S+6k) implies that 31k-1. So k= 
31 + 1, lEN. This implies that n == 8 (mod 18). Suppose now that E is a circle of L which 
intersects 0 in three points. By the first section of the proof it is easy to show that the 
number of circles of L which intersect 0 in three points and which are disjoint from E 
is given by n(n -l)n(n -2)/18. Indeed, any of the n(n -1)/2 pairs of points on O\E is 
incident with n (n - 2)/3 circles which are disjoint from E and intersect 0 in three points 
of O\E. This implies that n ~ 8 (mod 18). Hence n == 0 (mod 6). 
Assume now that n == 0 (mod 6) and that F is a circle of L which meets 0 in exactly 
one point. The number of circles of L which intersect 0 in three points and which are 
disjoint from F is given by (n + 2)(n + l)n (n - 2)/18. Indeed, any of the (n + 2)(n + 1)/2 
pairs of points on O\F is incident with n(n -2)/3 circles which are disjoint from F and 
intersect 0 in three points of O\F. This implies that n == 0 (mod 18). So the theorem 
follows. 
COROLLARY 3. There exists a classical special Laguerre i-structure, i ;:;. 2, of order q 
(resp. an [q +i + 1, i +2, q] MDS code over GF(q)) iff q = 2. 
PROOF. We noticed in section 2 that a classical Laguerre i-structure of order 2 exists 
for every i, i ;:;.1. 
Assume now that there exists at least one classical special Laguerre i-structure, i ;:;. 2, 
of order q. By Theorem 1, q == 0 (mod 18) or q = 2. Since q is a power of a prime, the 
corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 4. If every projective plane has prime power order n, then a special 
Laguerre i-structure of order n (resp. an optimal (n + i + 1, i + 2)-code of order n) with 
i ;:;. 2 exists iff n = 2. 
PROOF. This is straightforward since n == 0 (mod 18) is not a prime power. 
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